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2. There are very few absolutes.

National Archives, HathiTrust

1. We are librarians, not lawyers. 



What is “copyright”? . . .

Cornell University via 
ArtStor



• “Rights” refer to reproduction or publication restrictions 
on an item—its copyright status according to US law. 
!

•Copyright protects creators and/or publishers by 
ensuring that they alone can decide how to reproduce 
and distribute their content. This may restrict whether an 
item can be digitized and shared on the open web. 

• Copyright law was also designed to limit the term of 
copyright so the public would eventually have 
unrestricted access to content.  

• Known information about actual copyright status should 
be shared clearly and concisely with your users.



Understanding copyright status helps:  

• Cultural heritage organizations determine… 

• whether to digitize, and 

• what level of risk the digitized content might 

pose. 

• Users determine what they can and cannot do 

with digitized content. 



!

!

!

As you begin your content 

selection process for digitization… 

!

Start by identifying content in 

the public domain. 

University of Texas at Dallas via 
The Portal to Texas History



What is “public domain”?

• When the intellectual property rights of works have 

expired, have been forfeited, or are inapplicable.  
  

• When copyright law does not apply to a work.



Works in the public domain may be used 

freely without permission or attribution.



Public domain
There are five common ways that works transfer into public domain: 

!

1. The copyright has expired.  

2. The copyright owner published the work without a copyright 

notice. 

3. The copyright owner failed to renew copyright status. 

4. The copyright owner deliberately places — or “dedicates” — it 

to public domain using the Creative Commons Zero dedication. 

5. Copyright law does not protect this type of work. 



Public domain

1. The copyright has expired. 

Copyright Leslie Jones. Boston Public Library 
via Digital Commonwealth



Public domain

1. The copyright has expired.  

Items published* before 1923 are public domain.  



What is “published”? (according to copyright law) 

“Publication is the distribution of … a work to the 
public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by 
rental, lease, or lending.  
The offering to distribute copies or phonorecords to a group of 
persons for purposes of further distribution, public performance, 
or public display constitutes publication. A public performance or 
display of a work does not of itself constitute publication.”



Generally, “publication” 
occurs on the date on which 
copies of the work are first 
distributed to the public. 

Special Collections and Archives, Georgia State University 
Library, via the Digital Library of Georgia.



The definition of publication according to copyright law is 
“distribution to the public.” Consider these examples… 

Published or Unpublished?

Potentially unpublished 

Correspondence 

Most photographs  
Postcards* 

Likely published 

Books 

Posters 
Brochures 

Pamphlets 
Postcards*





Public domain

2. The copyright owner published the work without a 

copyright notice.* 

!

*Published between1923 and 1977. 

!

!

!

Copyright notice example: ©1961 Fred Astaire.



(brochure) Springfield College Archives and Special Collections and 
(poster) Watertown Free Public Library, both via Digital Commonwealth.



Public domain

3. The copyright owner failed to renew copyright status 

of a published work.* 

!

*Published between 1923 and 1963 

!

Luckily, the copyright office keeps track of renewals up to 

1950 and HathiTrust is researching this period of publication, 

too…so you don’t have to.



Public domain

4. The copyright owner deliberately places — or 

“dedicates” — a work to public domain using the 

Creative Commons Zero dedication.





Public domain

5. Copyright law does not protect this type of work.



Documents created by the 

federal government and its 

employees as part of their 

jobs are not protected by 

copyright.  

!

They are, therefore, public 

domain.

National Archives and Records Administration



Some state documents are 

also public domain.  

!

In Massachusetts: “Records 

created by Massachusetts 

government are not 

copyrighted and are available 

for public use.” 

!

In Minnesota: It’s complicated.

Internet Archive



Some state documents are not public domain. 

!

Arizona state government works: “Unlike federal works, state 

works are not in the public domain and are protected by 

copyright.”  

 
     - http://www.azlibrary.gov/policies#sthash.adevcDtM.dpuf

http://www.azlibrary.gov/policies#sthash.adevcDtM.dpuf


Recap — public domain applies if . . .
!

1. The copyright has expired.  

2. The copyright owner published the work without a 

copyright notice. 

3. The copyright owner failed to renew copyright status. 

4. The copyright owner deliberately places — or “dedicates” 

— it to public domain using the Creative Commons Zero 

dedication. 

5. Copyright law does not protect this type of work. 



An institution should not claim copyright on digitized 

content when the original is public domain. 

!

• When you alter a public domain work,  
only the alteration may be protected by copyright.  

!

• …and, only if the alteration meets the copyright law’s  
originality and creativity requirements.



. . . Options for copyrighted works

If an item is not public domain . . . 

Mexic-Arte Museum via The Portal to Texas History



1. Wait!

Published before 1922: OK! 

Published 1923-1977: “Many” OK*. But you should 

investigate copyright notices and renewal statuses . . . 
!

Unpublished, creator died before 1944: OK! 

Unpublished, creator unknown: 120 years.



2. Get Permission
Identify the copyright holder (creator or publisher) and 
perform “due diligence.”

Checklist from Managing Digital Audiovisual Resources: A Practical Guide for Librarians, by Matthew C. Mariner



You’ve tried, you’ve documented, but you 

can’t find or identify the author or publisher of 

a work? 

!

Take heart 

For older materials like photographs and 

audio recordings, it may be impossible to 

identify and locate the copyright holder.

University of Southern California



Orphan works
Digitize at your institution’s discretion. 
!

• Consider your institution’s risk 

comfort level. 

• Many institutions digitize orphan 

works; some don’t.

National Archives and Records Administration



The Portal to Texas History, South Carolina Digital Library, Georgia State Archives



3. Section 107 (Fair Use)

Fair use = YES Fair use = NO

Purpose Nonprofit or  
transformative

Commercial or 
duplication

Nature Factual Creative

Amount Small amount  
(relative to original)

Complete work or  
heart of the work

Market Doesn’t hurt market 
for original

Hurts market or there 
is a potential market

Courtesy Mary Minow via Peter Hirtle



FAIR USE TESTED (#1)

Photographer (Leslie Kelly) sued image search engine 
(Arriba-Soft) over use of her thumbnail images . . . and lost 
!

Court ruling considered: 

Purpose – commercial but transformative  
Nature – creative  
Amount – thumbnails only  
Market – little effect 
!

Kelly v. Arriba-Soft, 280 F3d 934 (9th Cir. 2002)



FAIR USE TESTED (#2) 
Libraries that provided Google with books to scan were 

protected by fair use when they used the digital scans for three 

purposes: preservation, a full-text search engine, and electronic 

access for disabled patrons who could not read print versions.  

!
Important factors:  
The three purposes for which the scans were used were 

transformative. The court also did not find any evidence of 

financial harm and labeled as circular logic, any claims of lost 

license revenue. The Author’s Guild v. Hathitrust, No. 1:11-

cv-06351-HB (S.D.N.Y., October 10, 2012).  
!
- See more at: http://fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/fair-use/cases/#sthash.X5PauEOv.dpuf

http://fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/fair-use/cases/#sthash.X5PauEOv.dpuf


Recap — usage considerations . . .
!

1. Wait until the item is clearly public domain. 

2. Get permission . . . but remember orphan works. 

3. Consider fair use options. 

!



Risk assessment

Assess your institution's risk comfort level; work from there.  
!

• Some institutions are very risk averse  

•  Others are less cautious.  

• Understand this as you are selecting materials.



What could happen?

Digital Library of Georgia



Take-down notice

Copyright owner should 

provide official notice 

to host that houses the 

infringing material.  

You must: 

Act “expeditiously to remove, or disable access to” the 

allegedly infringing material. (17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(1)(A)(iii))

The New York Public Library



Take-down request

You should: 

Consider legitimacy of request and 

either take down “offending item” . . . 

or don’t.



NYPL 

10ish a year but they are often invalid so 

they don’t take the materials down

HathiTrust  

10 or less take-down notices in their existence

These institutions have a high visibility !!



Think through likely sources of pushback: 

i.e., content related to public figures; 

produced by famous people, etc. 

!

Be mindful of privacy issues with content 

which are different than legal issues. Ex: 

intimate family portraits and protected 

populations like small children and inmates.

Atlanta History Center via the Digital Library of Georgia



Creating rights and access statements



Rights statements  
communicate the 
legal status of an 
item.

Hugh Morton Photographs and Films, UNC Chapel Hill 
Libraries via NC Digital Heritage Center.



Access 
statements  
communicate how 
to responsibly 
use an item.

University of North Texas Libraries via The Portal to Texas 
History



Rights statements
Under copyright. All rights reserved. 

Public Domain 

Copyright (c) Spencer Grant. 

Rights status not evaluated. 

Public domain. Learn more at http://www.hathitrust.org/

access_use 

There are no known copyright restrictions associated with 

this item. 

http://www.hathitrust.org/access_use


Best practice 
• Include access statements with 

rights statements  

• Your users will understand what they 

can do with content on and offline.

University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
via Mountain West Digital 
Library



• Works within the copyright law to 

• Protect works, and  

• Provide access to content that might otherwise be 

inaccessible for decades.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/



Creative Commons (CC) licenses

• Help creators . . . retain copyright while allowing others 

to copy, distribute, and make some uses of their work — 

at least non-commercially.  

• Ensure [creators] get the credit for their work they 

deserve.  

• Work around the world. 

• Last as long as applicable copyright lasts (because they 

are built on copyright). 



Creative Commons Terms

CC - Creative Commons 
!
BY - Attribution (you must attribute to the copyright holder) 
!
SA - ShareAlike (if you make a derivative work or adaptation, it has 
to be licensed the same way as the original) 

NC - NonCommercial (no commercial use) 
!
ND - No Derivs (cannot make derivative works) 
!
0 - Copyright holder has dedicated his/her work to the public 
domain.* (Don’t need to use in a rights field.) 



most open

least open





WSB Program logs, 1937 January 1-1938 December 31. Georgia State University  
Libraries Special Collections, via the Digital Library of Georgia.  
!
This copyrighted work is licensed for use under a Creative Commons 
Attribution Non-Commercial No Derivatives License (CC BY-NC-ND).



Champion swimmer Eleanor Holm Jarrett shows off her flippers, 1937. Jones, 
Leslie, 1886-1967. Boston Public Library Print Department. 
!
Copyright (c) Leslie Jones. This work is licensed for use under a Creative 
Commons Attribution Non-Commercial No Derivatives License  
(CC BY-NC-ND).

http://dp.la/item/563bf1f957fd9a3b69f515a750a019d2




…so how do you evaluate your content?

State Library of NC via the North Carolina Digital Heritage Center



Can you answer any of these questions? 
!

1. Do you know the creator(s)? Their death date? 

2. When was it created?  

3. Was it published*? 

4. Do you have external information about copyright 

restrictions? (e.g., from a deed of gift) 

5. Can you contact the donor to find out what (if any) 

copyright restrictions apply?



Does your deed of gift form include a provision for 

digitization and online reuse of donated resources?  

!

Should it?   Yes.



Resources
ALA copyright tools (including Section 108) 
 http://www.ala.org/advocacy/copyright-tools  
 Copyright Genie: http://librarycopyright.net/resources/genie/description.php 

HathiTrust. Copyright. http://www.hathitrust.org/copyright 

Stanford University. Fair Use: http://fairuse.stanford.edu 

University of Michigan. Copyright Basics.  
 http://guides.lib.umich.edu/copyrightbasics 

When Works Pass into the Public Domain (Lolly Gassaway):  
 http://www.unc.edu/~unclng/public-d.htm 

Guidelines for responding to take-down notices from University of Oxford’s Bodleian 

Library.  
 http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ora/about/ora-policies/take-down-policy

http://www.ala.org/advocacy/copyright-tools
http://librarycopyright.net/resources/genie/description.php
http://www.hathitrust.org/copyright
http://fairuse.stanford.edu
http://guides.lib.umich.edu/copyrightbasics
http://www.unc.edu/~unclng/public-d.htm
http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/ora/about/ora-policies/take-down-policy


We made it!


